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Mobile computing
is changing our
world.
The use of mobile devices continues to increase dramatically.
The UK Government Office for National Statistics estimates
that over 70% of adults in Great Britain currently access the
internet via a mobile device every day and most importantly,
that over 50% of ‘business related access’ will be through
mobile devices within twelve months. Clearly these numbers
will continue to grow.

Security! This is the second area and the most important
but sadly gets far too little attention. There is no shortage of
information regarding the need for security and the often poor
level of protection companies implement and maintain for
themselves and their clients.

It is hard to overstate the impact mobile devices are having
on people’s lives with information and entertainment available
‘anytime – anywhere’ from many providers. At the same time,
the way organisations do business is also changing – perhaps
rather more than many of us yet realise.

The 2015 Information Security Breaches Survey published
by HMG Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
identifies that 15% of security breaches in large companies
are through smartphones or tablets devices. This is double
the number recorded in the previous year! Many businesses
and organisations need to put in place more controls and
procedures to manage the risks they face.

The impact of mobile computing means that no matter what
sector – retailing and finance, manufacturing for the automotive
industry or providing care in the health service, transporting
consumer goods or storing pharmaceuticals and vaccines –
organisations are changing the way they operate.

Just as every organisation needs to determine the level of
security required when deciding to use the Public Cloud or to
use Private Cloud, the prime consideration when structuring
business operations based on evermore mobile computing
must be security.

Mobile technology can greatly enhance customer experience
by improving access to products and services, providing better
information and reduced lead-times. Our lives will continue to
be affected as new ways of exploiting the technology emerge.

When procuring software and hardware for any system it is
vital to ensure the system providers clearly demonstrate they
both understand and can show evidence of implementing
systems and operating processes that have the appropriate
level of security.

There are two areas that frequently need addressing. One in
particular that can easily be forgotten is to ensure your website
is mobile-optimised! The website design should deliver an
optimal viewing and interaction experience by providing easy
reading and navigation capability, with a minimum of resizing,
panning, and scrolling, across a wide range of devices from
desktop computer monitors to mobile phones.
Google has changed their search engine criteria to favour
mobile devices. Being ‘mobile friendly’ is becoming evermore
important to get a good ‘PageRank’ in Google based searches
and thereby ensuring potential customers continue to access
your website.
It is always worth checking how your website handles devices
that are likely to access it. You might be surprised (even
disappointed) how key information about your company is
presented on the different sizes of screen and various operating
systems now in use.

For over 40 years the Anisa Group has been at the forefront of
implementing technological change providing IT products and
services that are operationally secure, reliable and affordable.
With successful implementations in over 60 countries, our
priorities remain product innovation, customer service and
value for money.
I hope you find this edition of Supply Chain Link both interesting
and helpful – featuring as always our customers and their
successes.

Ross Telford
Chairman, Anisa Group of Companies
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Automotive Industry benefits from Anisa’s end to
end supply chain solutions
The Anisa Group has a long history of working in the Automotive
sector and never more so than in recent times.
For a while now both the ERP subsidiary In2grate Business
Solutions and best of breed logistics business OBS Logistics have
been delivering solutions to support activities of a number of the
major automotive manufacturers and suppliers.
OBS Logistics, with its Transport Management System CALIDUS
TMS, has implemented solutions to support several automotive
parts distribution operations as part of the company’s extensive
work in the third party Logistics market.
CALIDUS TMS, together with other modules from the CALIDUS Total
Logistics suite, supports parts distribution to the UK dealerships
for companies such as BMW, Mini, Mitsubishi, Volvo and Scania.
In addition to supporting the order capture, transport planning and
transport execution, the system controls the cross dock operations
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in the transhipment hubs for efficient and accurate processing
of expensive assets such as cages are tracked throughout the
delivery process to minimise losses.
The operations run on a managed service provided by OBS
Logistics through its ISO 27001 accredited data centres with
millions of transactions processed each year.
There is no better market than Automotive to show the breadth
and versatility of the CALIDUS Total Logistics suite of software.
CALIDUS is used in Eastern Europe for just in time parts delivery
to the manufacturing lines for Porsche, again via an OBS Logistics
managed service.
Motor factors is also a focus area for the OBS Logistics solutions,
with the CALIDUS delivery management system including electronic
proof of delivery (ePOD) and TTM supply chain tracking modules.
The ePOD/TTM managed service provides mobile solutions for the
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van deliveries of aftermarket parts, managing and tracking each
order from receipt through to proof of delivery (POD), with on-line
access for customers to place orders and track deliveries through
the web portal CALIDUS TTM. This tracking capability extends
through to the customer being able to get a copy of the POD within
minutes of the delivery having been completed.
Dave Renshaw, CEO of OBS Logistics, commented: “The
automotive sector is a growing market for us and is one where
the broad scope and functionality of the CALIDUS Total Logistics
suite is very at home – particularly when our client wants a fully
managed service which most clients do these days.”
Whilst OBS Logistics provides this broad scope of solutions
within the Automotive sector, sister company In2grate Business
Solutions is also actively engaged in the supply side of automotive
manufacture through its specialist ERP solutions.
Companies who supply or want to supply parts to the major
manufacturers know that on time in full delivery of high quality
components is key to them being successful. To provide the best
chance for this collaboration between component supplier and
manufacturer to be as trouble free as possible, manufacturers
such as Jaguar Land Rover, Ford, General Motors, Renault and

Nissan etc. insist on electronic exchange of data to their industry
standards of Odette.
One of In2grate Business Solutions’ clients Avon Rubber is a
major supplier to the automotive manufacturers. Through the use
of its ERP system Infor XA with its Supplier Exchange module
and specialist order management and labelling facilities, In2grate
Business Solutions has been able to ensure compliance to their
customers’ stringent standard.
Alan White, Business Unit Manager for In2grate Business
Solutions’ Infor business explained: “We are fortunate to have
had extensive experience over the years working with a number of
Automotive suppliers. This is one example of how Infor XA can be
used to provide excellent and compliant solutions to support their
business. A combination of the Infor XA solution and In2grate’s
streamlined implementation methodology deliver a functionally
rich offering in response to today’s ever demanding timescales
and compliance requirements.”
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Managed logistics
systems that are
cost-effective,
scalable and secure
Successful organisations are increasingly looking to leave the
day-to-day running of their IT systems to a managed services
provider so they can focus on core business.
Dave Renshaw, CEO of OBS Logistics, explains: “We provide bestof-breed logistics systems for Transport Management (TMS),
Warehouse Management (WMS) and total Supply Chain Tracking.
Our managed services have grown to a level where 80 per cent of
our services revenue comes from clients who use our systems as
a fully managed service.”
Businesses like to know we are responsible for the whole service
– providing the software, customised to their requirements, with
ongoing support and hosting and, most importantly, the fact
that we operate our own private cloud from our UK ISO 27001
accredited data centres. So why are companies increasingly
operating through a managed service?
−− One Stop Shop approach – clients don’t want to
manage multiple suppliers or worry about the division
of responsibilities. OBS Logistics recently implemented
its CALIDUS Total Logistics solution to the NHS Blood &
Transplant service for Blood Distribution – a total IT-managed
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service to stringent service levels including integration with,
and hosting of, third-party components.
−− With private cloud, clients know where their systems and data
are located – one of our major clients provides a distribution
service using a CALIDUS WMS managed service for the
Department of Justice. Knowing the data is in secure, resilient
UK-based facilities which the DoJ audits is vitally important.
−− Rapid deployment – when a logistics firm took over
an aggregates distribution contract for a major global
manufacturer, we implemented a full CALIDUS WMS managed
service within two weeks.
−− Avoid capital investment – one of the world’s largest logistics
organisations uses our TMS and WMS for hundreds of users
and millions of transactions. They add new customers into
their managed service without the need for IT investment.
They pay for the overall service based on usage with no
unnecessary capital expenditure.
−− Avoid building and managing their own computer facilities –
OBS Logistics manages parcel tracking systems for major
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parcel distribution clients. When a client relocated they moved
their different business systems into our data centres. Using
this managed service they avoid wasting the space, time and
cost of building and running their own computer facility.
−− Scalability with predictable cost – a multi-client thirdparty logistics firm, specialising in e-fulfilment services to
fragrance companies introducing products into the UK, faced
the challenge that these operations often start small and
grow rapidly as they become established. Their CALIDUS
e-fulfilment managed service solution costs are based on
demand and enables them to expand while knowing exactly
how much their service costs will be as their business
changes.

Reliability is always vital to organisations that need continuous
availability of their business-critical systems. Clients moving
onto a managed services environment can receive a higher level
of systems reliability thanks to the economies of scale from an
established hosting facility providing affordable high-availability
resilience.
Dave Renshaw concludes: “We have long-term relationships
with many organisations in the logistics marketplace, and we
increasingly see how important cost-effective, scalable and
secure managed services are to their success.”

−− Support geographical coverage and customer needs –
an Australian freight business with overseas operations
contracted with OBS Logistics for a CALIDUS Total Logistics
solution to provide a web-enabled, 24/7 fully managed
service. Its global customers are now able to track their
orders in real time anywhere in the world through the
CALIDUS Portal.
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On the road to accurate
freight tracking with
CALIDUS ePOD and
CALIDUS TTM
Partnerlink is a freight-sharing network that offers the efficient and direct movement of freight to its ultimate
destination. Working on a point-to-point basis, the network eliminates multiple handling and wasted miles that
occur when operating via a traditional hub and spoke distribution arrangement where freight is transported via a
central warehouse somewhere in the Midlands.
Instead, via its sixteen partners within the network, it reaches
all four corners of the UK, offering strong regional distribution
and excellent customer service for its users. The partners share
knowledge, resources and values that in turn allow them to deliver
the very highest solutions with the very best customer service.

“The ability to be able to see where the freight is within the network
without the need to pick up the phone, and to estimate its time of
delivery accurately was the primary objective for looking to find a
technology solution.”

The network has six key shareholders; Knights of Old, AK
Worthington, Viamaster, David Hathaway Transport, John G
Russell and R Swain & Sons. It moves approximately 12,000
pallets weekly, has 1,700 trucks and 500 trailers in the UK, four
million square feet of warehousing, 3,500 employees and a
combined turnover of around £375 million per annum.

THE SOLUTION
Partnerlink recognised the need to invest significantly, but also
realised that the smaller carriers within the network wouldn’t
want to invest in expensive hand held hardware for their drivers to
capture delivery status, and so began identifying those technology
providers who could provide the solution on an android device.

TRACKING FREIGHT
Central to maintaining customer service across the network was
the requirement to have access to track freight across the partner
organisations, regardless of which partner was transporting it to
its final destination.
John Davidson, managing director of Partnerlink, explains: “To a
degree, the pallet industry has followed the parcel industry, and in
our own daily lives we know how accurate receiving parcels can
be in terms of tracking. You get a text message narrowing delivery
time down to the exact hour in some cases, and that makes for
very happy customers. Knowledge is power.”
“We wanted the ability to accurately track freight across the
network. So much of a logistics company’s time is spent chasing
deliveries over the phone. A customer would call and ask where
the freight is and when it would be arriving, and in turn we’d have
to call the partner organisations and they would need to call the
drivers. It could take as many as three or four phone calls to locate
the pallet, and the customer would be getting more and more
frustrated chasing his consignment.”
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The chosen software solution had to provide the ability to
communicate with the office and also capture signatures and be
future proof. Android provides benefits that Microsoft Windows
solutions couldn’t: the ability to deploy rugged devices, have a low
or high cost device and a large screen for ease of use for drivers.
“OBS Logistics’ CALIDUS ePOD and CALIDUS TTM software
provided the solutions we’d been looking for and was clearly
ahead of the market place. We can now see the signatures of those
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who have signed for consignments and we no longer need to call
up and ask who signed for it when chasing a delivery,” explains
John Davidson.

BENEFITS
The benefits of the new solution are four-fold. There is much less
cost to the network in terms of both time and the cost of telephone
calls to track down consignments. The traffic light system via the
arrivals and departures board provides the information needed at
the touch of a button to better inform customers of when they can
expect their freight to arrive.
In turn this had led to a redeployment of personnel who can now
focus on providing proactive customer service instead of fire
fighting, making much better use of their time.

The software ‘pings’ the driver’s location back to the OBS Logistics
server and with the help of each driver’s manifest, it can estimate
when the driver will be at the drops within that run. It also provides
a predicted delivery status via a traffic light system; green, amber
and red, to show how late consignments are running.
For the network partner it’s easy to see where the vehicles are,
where the freight in question is, with which partner and if they’re
on time or running late. Where delivery has been made, the system
updates across the network so that all parties can see the status,
reducing any freight chasing within the network.

The information now available at the network’s fingertips also
means that network members can pre-empt any problems and
inform the customer accordingly, before they have a need to chase
it up.
John Davidson mentions: “This keeps us ahead of the game.
Customers are rarely annoyed that the consignment is late – simply
that they didn’t know it was, and were unable to plan accordingly.
If we contact them and tell them it’s running late, it takes the wind
out of their sails and they are much happier knowing before it
causes them any problems. We have noticed that our customers
are happier and we have received hardly any complaints since the
software has been implemented.”
The final benefit is that it keeps the drivers happy.
“The industry finds it hard to retain drivers. It’s a stressful job and
driver retention is a massive industry issue – we fight hard to keep
our drivers happy. The pressure is phenomenal in an industry that
has tight time and profit margins. Reducing the number of calls
to the drivers to chase deliveries takes an enormous amount of
pressure off and helps retention,” comments Davidson.

AND WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE?
“When we chased deliveries on the phone, we used to say that in
an ideal world, you’d take the phone receiver of the customer’s
incoming call to chase a delivery and put it next to the phone
receiver of the outgoing call to the driver so they could speak –
and essentially that’s what the technology is doing.”

“I suspect the way the industry’s going is to be able to email the
customer with an exact ETA narrowed down to the hour of when
they can expect delivery of their freight – much like we’ve come to
expect from our online grocery shopping or parcels. We’re well on
the road to being able to provide that to our customers,” concludes
Davidson.

“CALIDUS ePOD and TTM is cutting edge technology that saves
our partners so much time by eliminating the leg work to track
freight, and providing real-time information to keep customers
happy,” continues John Davidson.
The solution had to integrate with other shareholders transport
management systems (TMS). CALIDUS ePOD bolted on to five
different TMS’s; Vigo, Stirling Solutions, Mandata, TOPS and
Haultech.
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Implementing Total Logistics
Solutions with a focus on
Customer Service
Logical Freight Solutions (LFS) is a market leader in customer
focused logistics services for the life science and research
communities globally.

system (WMS). The company recognised that the unique scope
offered by CALIDUS Total Logistics catered for the company’s
current and these future WMS needs.

The company has offices throughout Australia, New Zealand, USA,
Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong, with a global network of handpicked agents that enable services to be extended worldwide.

CEO of LFS Steve Cheetham explained why they had chosen
the OBS Logistics solution: “We are working with OBS Logistics
because we can’t get what CALIDUS offers from anyone else”
– referring to TMS, WMS, ePOD, Supply Chain Tracking and
Customer Portal all provided as a fully managed service.

With extensive expertise and a proven track record handling
high value, time sensitive, hazardous and temperature controlled
materials the company can take care of a client’s logistics needs
whilst the client takes care of their core business.
Customers expect on time delivery, immediate distribution of
emergency needs, an effective customer assistance programme
and products to be handled carefully ensuring they arrive in good
order. So when it came to procuring a new logistics system for the
LFS business, a focus on customer service was a key requirement.
Whilst the business required a full logistics system to support its
operations, an essential element of the required solution was the
availability of a customer web portal through which customers
would be able to place orders, track the orders through the multileg distribution process and importantly monitor the on time in full
(OTIF) delivery with timely visibility of the proof of delivery (POD)
minutes after the delivery is confirmed.
LFS selected the CALIDUS Total Logistics suite of software from
OBS Logistics, which it operates on a fully managed service
basis through OBS Logistics’ ISO 27001 data centres where the
company provides a highly resilient solution to agreed service
levels in order to maximise system availability for such business
critical systems.
The initial system required by LFS was a transport management
system (TMS) with electronic proof of delivery (ePOD) and end to
end supply chain tracking including the CALIDUS Portal for web
based order management and tracking in real time on a true 24/7
basis. LFS identified a future need for a warehouse management
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The system supports the operations of the business and there
are some key features for the LFS business model which deserve
particular note.
Rules Based Automated Scheduling automatically schedules the
collection and delivery of the orders through a series of journey
legs taking account of user defined scheduling rules. These rules
are based on factors including the specifics of the client’s contract,
the collection and delivery locations, the product and the package
size and weight. As some of the journey legs are by air, adherence
to flight schedules is also taken into account.
Labelling and scanning functionality is provided for accuracy and
efficiency. When orders are entered for collection and onward
delivery, labels are produced for later scanning which also include
the routing. The system then supports scanning onto the vehicle
at collection and scanning on and off vehicle at each cross dock
point, with final scanning at the delivery point. The scanning
facilities also provide for pallet building to facilitate transhipment
building and breakdown for efficient handling and transportation.
The customer web portal is seen as a key part of the solution.
Dave Renshaw, CEO of OBS Logistics, explains: “It would be easy
to assume that customers entering their own orders over a web
portal and then tracking the orders themselves, rather than relying
on their logistics service provider’s customer services team, might
not be seen as good for the customers. Interestingly it is seen as
a major benefit.
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They can load their order requirements at their convenience,
including the facility for bulk loading via spreadsheets, then track
the orders step by step ensuring the service provider is meeting the
stringent service levels – and importantly they can get an image of
the POD within minutes of the delivery being completed. It is very
clear that having experienced these facilities they would not want
to operate without them.”
Renshaw concludes: “For a customer focused business such as
LFS, which is so committed to the essential need to deliver high
standards of customer service, the visibility to the customer is a
key strand of the overall service offering.”

LFS had an initial need to implement the solution to support their
Singapore and Taiwan operations and then progressed to a full
roll out across 14 sites in Australia. They had then intended to
roll out across New Zealand but a significant new business win
in Australia, confirmed through a successful pilot project which
was supported by the system, took the focus for a period of time
until the new business was fully implemented. The New Zealand
project has followed after which the company will move onto the
remaining operations.

Benefits offered by the solution:
−− Supports the management of a complex delivery network
−− Reduced administration – the customers enter and track orders themselves
−− Customer takes responsibility for data accuracy
−− Orders are automatically scheduled based on user defined rules
−− Freight is labelled at collection point enabling efficient and accurate handling on collection, cross docking and delivery
−− The solution support long term client relationships – a cornerstone of the business
−− Timely PODs – clients pick them up themselves within minutes of delivery over the portal thereby reducing
paperwork, minimising disputes and payment delays
−− Improved cash flow
−− All customer billing is done through the system
−− Enables new customer contracts to be implemented quickly
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CALIDUS TMS – Bringing greater transport efficiency
and delivery service to diverse markets.
Demand for our Extended TMS solution continues to grow, improving delivery services across a diverse mix of industries from concrete to
cars, and from bathrooms to beer.
Here we feature just a small selection of more than 20 clients who have this year selected CALIDUS solutions from OBS Logistics, along with
the latest mobile devices, to streamline their transport operations to manage delivery – from creating the transport plan through to the final drop.

Manheim
Manheim was established in 1945 as a wholesale vehicle auction operation.
With 20,000 employees in 106 operating locations around the globe,
Manheim is the world’s leading provider of vehicle remarketing services.
In 2012, Manheim handled nearly 8 million used vehicles, facilitating
transactions representing more than $50 billion in value.
Manheim has set the industry standard for buying and selling used vehicles
at live auctions and online. Manheim brings together qualified sellers and
volume buyers of used vehicles that include automotive dealerships, banks,
car rental agencies, car manufacturers and government agencies.
With CALIDUS VEhub from OBS Logistics, Manheim will be able to carry out
DVSA/VOSA compliant vehicle safety checks on their vehicle transporters.
With CALIDUS ePOD from OBS Logistics Manheim will be able to have
instant confirmation of car collection and delivery and any damage from the
collection/delivery process.

Greene King
Greene King has operated pubs and brewing for over 200 years with a quality
range of ales and beers, including four of the country’s best-known cask
brands - Greene King IPA, Abbot Ale, Old Speckled Hen and Ruddles County.
One of the leading pub and brewing companies in the UK, Greene King has
been operating managed, tenanted, leased and franchised pubs, restaurants
and hotels and brewing award-winning ales throughout their 200 years of
operations.
To further improve distribution of own brand and third party beers, wines and
spirits to Greene King’s more than 400 pubs locations using its own fleet, the
company selected fleet and delivery management systems from TomTom
Telematics and OBS Logistics.

Wessex Water
Wessex Water is a regional water and sewerage business serving 2.7 million
customers across the south west of England including Dorset, Somerset,
Bristol, most of Wiltshire and parts of Gloucestershire and Hampshire.
The region’s landscape is varied, ranging from the Mendip Hills and the
levels of Somerset to the cliffs of Dorset and Wiltshire’s Salisbury Plain. The
two coastlines have a number of popular holiday resorts such as Weston
super Mare and Minehead on the north coast and Bournemouth, Poole and
Weymouth on the south coast.
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OBS Logistics supplied
Wessex Water with
CALIDUS VEhub to
carry out electronic
inspections on over
2000 pieces of plant
and equipment.
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Hanson UK
Part of the Heidelberg Cement Group, Hanson UK is a leading supplier of
heavy building materials to the construction industry, including aggregates
(crushed rock, sand and gravel), cement and cement-related materials.
Turnover for the UK business in 2014 was £1.2 billion and it employs around
3,500 people in jobs ranging from specialist and professional managers
through to production operatives.
The company operates a series of depots and wharves, supplied by road, rail
and sea, to ensure the efficient transfer of aggregates and cement to areas of
greatest demand and where local materials are not readily available. With a
fleet of more than 1,200 vehicles, including 850 tippers and mixers operated
by independent owner-drivers under a franchise agreement, the company

serves a diverse customer
base including public sector
works, major infrastructure
projects, local building and civil
engineering contracts and DIY
projects.
With CALIDUS VEhub, Hanson
is able to carry out DVSA/VOSA
compliant vehicle safety checks
on their HGV vehicles.

Cooper Callas
Originally established in 1875, Cooper Callas has a long heritage in the
bathroom and kitchen industry.
Headquartered in Bicester, Oxon, the company serves a national client base
through its locations at Glasgow, Leeds and Newton Abbot, Devon.
Independently owned, Cooper Callas is distributor for many of the industry’s
leading manufacturers from the UK and across Europe, the company offers
over 27,000 products to choose from and next day delivery throughout the
UK mainland.
The company is deploying CALIDUS ePOD & TTM solution on the TomTom
8275 hardware platform, to supply a track and trace portal for customers and
instant delivery confirmation.

Hewicks
Hewicks Haulage is a family owned business which, along with its sister
company Cave Liquid Haulage, has been built on a strong background in
farming, livestock, with in-depth understanding of hygiene, infection control,
animal welfare and farm safety.
Hewicks Haulage was established to provide specialist traction and fleet
support services for its associated bulk liquid tanker business. Its fleet of 30
vehicles is operated by a team of dedicated, highly qualified and experienced
drivers, all with specialist knowledge and training in the handling of foodstuffs
and feed products.

The company works across the UK, as a specialist liquids haulier as well
as dry and other types of freight, including traction only services for the
movement of skeletal mounted containers and other loads.
OBS Logistics engaged with Hewicks to provide CALIDUS VEhub for DVSA/
VOSA Compliant daily vehicle checks on their HGV vehicles.
In addition, OBS Logistics has provided the CALIDUS ePOD solution to
replace paper delivery notes to reduce administration across the business.

Zenith Hygiene
Zenith Hygiene Group began in 1996 and is now the UK’s largest independent
manufacturer of cleaning and hygiene products. With over 15 years’
experience in consistent delivery of quality, service and value, Zenith Hygiene
always aim to work in partnership with customers, providing clean and
hygienic environments and reducing their long-term costs.
Zenith has grown year-on-year since 2008. Its customer base has increased
with the adoption of national customer groups and successful launch of
export activities across Europe, China, Dubai and Ghana. They currently
make over 30,000 deliveries per month across the UK, from 7 distribution
centres

OBS Logistics have provided
an ePOD solution to replace
paper delivery notes to reduce
administration across the
Zenith business. The solution
will also allow for greater
tracking of deliveries of vital
hygiene supplies to its many
customers.
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In2grate Business Solutions goes from strength to strength
In2grate Business Solutions continues to expand its client base providing leading ERP solutions into a variety of engineering and manufacturing
companies. Below are a small selection of clients across different sectors for whom we have carried out of projects over the last year.

Teledyne
Teledyne Relays is now the world’s innovative leader in manufacturing
ultraminiature hermetically sealed switching products, with more than 50
years heritage in military programmes. Their comprehensive product line
meets wide-ranging requirements for the defence and aerospace markets,
also offering high-performance solutions for industrial, professional,
commercial and medical switching applications.
Teledyne was formed in 1960 to capitalize on the coming revolution in which
digital technology would replace analogue devices. Since then it has evolved
considerably and includes a focused set of complementary, high-tech
businesses. Teledyne Europe has combined the resources of Teledyne Coax
Switches, Teledyne Microelectronics and Teledyne Relays.
Working with Teledyne we recently helped them achieve a successful
upgrade from Infor XA R6 to the latest R9 version. The upgrade followed our
rapid implementation methodology and took only six weeks from inception to
completion. We are looking forwards to working with Teledyne on other UK
initiatives over the coming months.

Bioline Singapore
Bioline is one of the world’s few manufacturers of ultra-pure dNTPs. Bioline
is able to offer bulk, custom and OEM dNTP services for large labs carrying
out multiple assays or to firms who wish to distribute Bioline dNTPs under
their own label. They develop and manufacture a portfolio of more than
300 reagents and kits, many of them proprietary, for molecular biology, cell
analysis and nucleic acid and protein separation and purification.
Bioline is headquartered in London, but their products and services are
available globally, with branches in the US, Germany and Australia. Bioline
products and services are also available through partners in over 30 nations
in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Far East Asia.
When Bioline took the decision to expand their use of Infor XA to their Singapore
business they chose Open Business Solutions as their implementation
partner and also to use our rapid implementation methodology. The project
successfully went live only 12 weeks from its commencement date with Infor
XA managing Bioline’s entire business process.

AER Stafford Ltd
Avon Group has evolved and grown successfully since its foundation in
1979. Based in the UK, their manufacturing divisions manufacture and
supply materials and products for Air Systems, Aerospace, Automotive,
Power Generation and Medical Equipment industries
Avon Group is a world class manufacturer of gaskets, seals, rubber
mouldings, tool design, plastics and are a leading provider of bespoke
industrial solutions. They manufacture engineered solutions to a diverse range
of markets and are a market leader in their core activities of water cutting, die
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cut seals, Plastic injection and Rubber moulding. They design and manufacture
these solutions through their network of factories and offices internationally.
Infor XA has been used successfully within the Avon Group for some
considerable time so when it was time for their AER Stafford Ltd business
to select a new ERP: Infor XA it was a natural choice. Infor XA will deliver
the depth of functionality required by a modern automotive supplier
within a reasonable timeframe and budget. The project commenced in
November 2015 with a planned Go Live date of July 2016.
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IMI
IMI plc designs, manufactures and services highly engineered products
that control the precise movement of fluids. It specialises in innovative
technologies, built around valves and actuators, and helps some of the
world’s biggest industrial companies operate their processes safely, cleanly,
efficiently and cost effectively.
The Group works with industrial customers across a range of high growth
sectors, including energy, transportation and infrastructure. Operating
through three divisions – IMI Critical Engineering (formerly Severe Service),
IMI Precision Engineering (formerly Fluid Power) and IMI Hydronic
Engineering (formerly Indoor Climate) – and employs over 12,000 people
in over 50 countries around the world operating a global service network.
IMI Webber recently decided to take a major upgrade of Infor XA as an
alternative to implementing a replacement. The key reasons for their decision
are the depth of functionality that XA offers coupled with the relative ease of

implementation. In addition to the core XA application IMI also selected the
Infor Enterprise Asset Management and Document Management applications
as these were seen as key strategic extensions to the XA application. The
implementation project is expected to be completed during 2016.

Dialight
Headquartered in Newmarket, Dialight is a world leader in applied LED lighting
for industrial, commercial and hazardous areas and no.1 in traffic lights.
Specialising in LED technology for 40 years, the reliability of their products
is demonstrated by millions of units installed in demanding applications over
the last 15 years.
With over 1100 employees worldwide, Dialight works with continuous
innovations in light output, efficacy and reliability in their line of highspecification lighting fixtures specifically designed for industrial, commercial,
hazardous location, transportation & public infrastructure applications.
Dialight selected Infor XA to replace their legacy applications and manage
their complete business process including, manufacturing, commercials,

logistics and financials. The implementation project will commence early in
2016.

Summa
Summa was formed in 1999, their factory was established to assemble
high-tech recording devices used in, the manufacture of precision optical
lenses amongst other things. Summa’s evolution into vinyl imaging started
in 1987, when it began modifying pen-plotters for use in vinyl-cutting
applications. This has led to what Summa is today, a recognized global leader
in vinyl cutting and imaging equipment for the sign, outdoor advertising and
aerospace markets.
For more than 25 years, Summa engineers have designed some of the most
popular, affordable and durable equipment solutions for the sign making,
outdoor advertising and aircraft marking industries.

Summa chose Open Business
Solutions as their implementation
partner to assist them with a major
upgrade of Infor XA taking them
from R5 to the latest version of
R9. The project that encompassed
their entire business project was
successfully completed in the
spring of 2015.

StopChoc
Established in 1976, today Stop-choc Ltd is part of the Hutchinson group, the
rubber and chemicals division of TOTAL and world leaders in the manufacture
of rubber, elastomeric and plastic products.
Hutchinson Stop-choc design and manufacture anti vibration mounts and
anti-vibration mountings of the highest quality. Their vibration isolation
solutions have been widely used in the Aerospace and Defence, Industrial,
Marine and Offshore markets for over 35 years.

They offer a wide range of standard products to meet the most demanding
customer requirements. Hutchinson Stop-choc can produce special antivibration mounts designed to meet customer specifications where standard
products are not suitable.
Stop Choc chose Infor XA and Open Business Solutions as their
implementation partner in the spring of 2014. A project to implement XA
across their entire business processes was launched in the summer of 2014
and was completed 12 months later.
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Cobble builds its factory of the future with Jobscope
Cobble was acquired in 2013 by a Belgian consortium, the Van de
Wiele Group and under its new combined name Cobble Van De Wiele,
is at the forefront of tufting technology and a leading supplier of
tufting machines and ancillary equipment for carpet manufacturers.
The company designs and builds an extensive range of machines
at its plant in Blackburn, Lancashire and is the focal point for tufting
consumable (gauge parts) manufacturing and product development.
Through continuous innovation, the company is meeting the increasing
demands made on all the tufting equipment supplied to carpet
manufacturers.
Fashion inevitably plays its part in driving demand for machines that are
ever more complex and incorporate more technology than a decade
ago and must deliver a greater scope of carpet patterns and textures.
Customers work closely with Cobble from the concept stage of any new
designs and ultimately want faster and more flexible machines that can
change between carpet qualities more rapidly than ever before.
Made to individual order, no two machines are the same and the
company produces and sells in the region of 18 to 22 machines per
annum. It works closely with customers from the concept of any

new design right through to production. However, with increasing
complexity and a desire to raise the number of machines manufactured
to 30 machines per annum, Cobble Van De Wiele must aim for a leaner
manufacturing process, one that is more seamless across the wider
Van De Wiele group of companies, reducing lead times and increasing
efficiencies.
With this in mind, the company is embarking on a project to create
its factory of the future.

LEAN MANUFACTURING
Central to achieving leaner manufacturing at its factory in
Lancashire, Cobble Van De Wiele is now embarking on modernising
its traditional manufacturing facility whilst also extending it to grow
its spares and gauge parts business. This includes upgrading its
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software to manage the supply
chain more efficiently.
Jason Kent, managing director of Cobble Van De Wiele, explains: “As
part of a much bigger group of companies, it’s important that we can
not only achieve our manufacturing objectives, but we can also keep
tighter controls on the supply chain – being able to job cost much
more effectively, which in turn positively affects manufacturing and
our bottom line. As part of a wider group of companies, there’s a
greater level of vertical integration and so we need more visibility in
rationalising parts across the whole group before sourcing and buying
products externally.”
“For this reason it’s no longer just our production team that requires
access to information, but our group procurement department too.
Also, the sales team must be confident in estimating and quoting for
a product that can be physically made and delivered, which means
being able to better manage the bill of materials for each product along
the production process from design to final assembly and testing.”
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Going forward, Cobble would also like to be able to grow its
potentially lucrative spares and gauge parts business. The machines
are totally bespoke and therefore the company keeps records of
the customer’s specific designs and engineering specifications
to be able to support and supply spares. Each machine contains
thousands of sewing parts that must be replaced at regular intervals.
Jason explains: “We need more visibility of the supply chain across
the group in rationalising parts within the machines and we’d like to
be able to supply knives, loopers and hooks more widely to the market
place for tufting machines. It’s excellent repeat business for us.”

team involved in it too. It makes our employees more versatile as
they can be taught how to do other jobs relatively easily and make
decisions based on up to date information.”

BENEFITS
The benefits of the upgraded version of Jobscope mean that Cobble
Van De Wiele can begin to create a lean manufacturing model and

The company must also be more competitive in terms of meeting
delivery dates for individual customer requirements, reducing its
lead times, which have already shrunk from 16 to 12 weeks, the
goal being to get closer to an eight week window if possible.

THE SOLUTION
Cobble realised the need to invest in upgrading its technology to
help manage the supply chain. The existing traditional factory
had standardised on Jobscope ERP for Engineer/Make To Order
manufacturing from In2grate Business Solutions for its ‘make to
order’ business but the vision of a new leaner manufacturing facility
requires an upgrade to Jobscope Version 17.
Cobble needed to re-affirm that Jobscope was still the right software
to do the job going forward, so In2grate used data from the Cobble.
Jason continues: “In2grate got to know the business inside out and
understood the challenges ahead. The project management was
very detailed in understanding the scope of what we were trying to
achieve beforehand so we didn’t try to change the world overnight.
The newer version of Jobscope fits well with what Cobble is trying to
do as a business and it will speed up the procurement process that
in turn will allow us to forecast and schedule jobs more accurately.”
“Building bespoke products means that we have to purchase the exact
bill of materials required. We don’t hold stocks of goods because they
can quickly become obsolete. It’s just in time (JIT) manufacturing.”
The new version of Jobscope is very intuitive to use, will provide
shop floor data capture and will allow exact job costing including
tracking labour costs more accurately. The length of time employees
spend on each task can now be captured and costed and as a result,
standard operating procedures can be written within PEAK software
so that it’s easier for employees to do other roles more simply. As
procedures are inspected they will be re-documented to provide
material for staff training procedures. PEAK allows step-by-step
documentation of process and procedures and also provides online
training capabilities.

look to reduce lead times and grow its spares and gauge parts
business.
Ultimately more visibility of job cost data will allow it to become
more competitive with future orders. Optimising the information out
of engineering into production and purchasing and beyond will help
to reduce the lead times down further to around eight weeks per
order, delivering to customers faster than before.
As part of a wider group of companies, it will also be possible to
source internally as well as externally for materials. Purchase order
analysis is key, keeping the procurement team in the loop and
keeping costs down. With the opportunity to integrate both sales
and aftersales into the system, the spares and gauge parts business
can also grow.
“Off the back of growth, we will look to investing in a heat treatment
plant along with automated work cell manufacture for the knives,
loopers and hooks that we supply to machine owners in the market
place – so ultimately we can expand that part of the business,”
comments Jason.
“Once again, as customers demand parts, these can be expedited
much faster and more efficiently and can be tracked through the
software from order to shipment with a full audit trail. Once they
have been dispatched - 98% go overseas - customers can be kept
up to date with delivery and shipping details. Customer service is
improved and that is all achieved with the help of Jobscope.”

Jason mentions: “From the bill of materials to the customer
requirements, through to procurement, production, assembly,
testing and field service, Jobscope will allow us to extend who in the
business gets involved in different tasks. Field service and warranty
have been analysed recently and we’re about to get an after sales
EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS
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About The Anisa Group
The Anisa Group of companies consists of leading suppliers
specialising in the delivery of world-class integrated supply chain and
extended enterprise solutions, which can be provided as a managed
service.
With a global customer base and an average of one of our solutions
going live somewhere in the world every week, our success lies in
providing transparency and openness combined with the highest levels
of efficiency throughout our customers business processes.
The Anisa Group responds to customer demands by synchronising their
entire enterprise from development and engineering, manufacturing,
through to warehousing, distribution and transportation operations
including their sales and customer relationship management and all
their financial accounting needs.
By selecting partners at the forefront of exciting innovations and
technologies, we expand our knowledge and fulfil our promise to our
customers. We are continually evaluating further opportunities both for
organic growth from our existing operations and for expansion through
acquisitions and reseller channels.
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